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reduction activity in two-dimensional transition
metal tellurides†

Xin Yang, ab Hanyu Liu, abcd Zexing Qu, e Yu Xie *abc and Yanming Ma abd

Developing highly active and cost-effective electrocatalysts to replace Pt-based catalysts for the sluggish

oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is a major challenge in the commercialization of fuel cells. Although

two-dimensional (2D) transition-metal tellurides have recently been proposed as alternative low-cost

ORR catalysts, a fundamental study on the origin of the activity is required to further optimize their

composition and performance. Herein, we investigated the electronic properties and ORR catalytic

performances of a series of exfoliable 2D transition-metal tellurides to uncover the underlying

mechanisms by means of density functional theory simulations. Our in-depth analysis shows that the

activation of the ORR mainly depends on the partially filled pz state of active Te atoms, which can

simultaneously accept and donate electrons behaving similarly to both the occupied and unoccupied

d orbitals of Pt atoms. This results in a linear relationship between the pz-band center and the adsorption

free energies of O2 and intermediates, indicating that the pz-band center might be used as an effective

descriptor to probe the performance of telluride catalysts. On this basis, we predicted several 2D

transition-metal tellurides with promising catalytic performance and reduced precious-metal contents,

where NbRhTe4 reaches the top of the activity volcano with a limiting potential of 0.96 V. This study

provides theoretical guidance to design high-performing 2D telluride ORR catalysts, and its principle

might be applicable to other electrochemical reactions in 2D chalcogenides.
Introduction

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are recognized
as one of the most effective technologies for growing clean and
sustainable energy demands, as they can directly convert
chemical energy into electricity.1–3 Generally, the overall
performance of PEMFCs depends largely on the kinetics of the
cathodic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), as it is much slower
than the anodic hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR), and other
reactions including the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and
oxygen evolution reaction (OER).4 The key to overcoming this
bottleneck is nding highly efficient catalysts to boost the
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sluggish ORR kinetics, which are currently dominated by Pt-
based catalysts (e.g., Pt nano-frameworks and Pt alloys) owing
to their high activity and good stability.5–7 However, the high
cost of Pt-based catalysts signicantly hampers large-scale
applications of PEMFCs.8,9 Thus, there is an urgent need to
design highly efficient ORR catalysts with a reduced Pt (precious
metal) content for the sustainable development of fuel cells.

Emerging two-dimensional (2D) materials have shown great
potential as efficient catalysts owing to their high specic
surface area and minimum migration distance for carriers.10–14

Among them, doped transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)
and metal(M)–N–C single-atom catalysts (SACs), produced by
embedding atomically dispersed metal species into graphene,
were found to exhibit good ORR catalytic activity.15–19 Unfortu-
nately, the advantages of 2D morphology for most of these
materials are not well utilized, because their pristine basal
planes are catalytically inactive. To fully leverage the potential of
2D materials for the catalytic ORR, it is essential to seek 2D
catalysts with high basal plane activity, where there has recently
been increasing attention focused on metallic transition metal
telluride monolayers.20–28 For instance, layered PtTe2 was
demonstrated to show ORR activity on par with the commercial
Pt/C catalyst.21 Monolayer PtTe was predicted to have a limiting
potential of 0.86 V,22 which outperforms Pt (111) electrodes
(0.78 V). The precious metal free NiTe and TaTe2 monolayers
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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were soon aer demonstrated with similar catalytic perfor-
mance compared to Pt electrodes.23 The activity of 2D Ni2SbTe2
was also recently examined,27 where the endothermic O2

adsorption might prohibit the ORR process on the basal plane.
Although 2D transition metal tellurides indeed exhibit excellent
catalytic activity towards the ORR, PtTe, with currently the best
overall performance, still contains a large amount of the
precious metal (50% formula weight) hindering its practical
applications. Rational design of transition metal tellurides is
desired to achieve better performance in both cost and catalytic
activity. This remains untouched, primarily due to the lack of
knowledge of the ORR activity origin of tellurides. In particular,
unlike Pt-based catalysts, the electronic characteristics of Te
atoms vary in different tellurides, as the electronegativity
difference between Te and the transition metal is different.
Thus, elucidating the catalytic activity origin of the Te atom is
fundamental in the design of high-performing 2D telluride ORR
catalysts that may extend to other chalcogenides.

In this study, we theoretically explore the ORR catalytic
performance of a series of 2D stable nanosheets, NbTe2, WTe2,
MoTe2, and MxXyTez nanosheets (M ¼ Nb and Ta and X ¼
transition metals), which can readily be exfoliated from their
bulk phases.29–37 By combining the electronic density of states
and molecular orbital analysis, we found that the partially lled
pz state of Te atoms can simultaneously accept electrons from
the orbital and donate electrons to the p* orbital of the O2

molecule, endowing telluride nanosheets with activities for O2

xation and protonation. The adsorption energies of O2, O, and
OH are thus linearly related to the pz-band center of Te atoms,
where the closer the band center to the Fermi level, the stronger
the binding of the adsorbates. The constructed ORR activity
volcano plot allows the pz-band center derivation between �2.5
and �1.8 eV for telluride monolayers with potentially high
activity. Following this guidance, several telluride monolayers,
such as MXTe4 and Ta4Pd3Te16, were identied with limiting
potentials of 0.73–0.96 V in the four-electron (4e�) pathway and
precious-metal contents of less than 24%, implying that they are
potentially highly performing ORR catalysts.
Fig. 1 (a) Side views of optimized structures of monolayer NbTe2, WT
Ta3Pd3Te14. The blue, grey and yellow balls represent M, X, and Te atom

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Results and discussion
Geometric and electronic properties

We rst selected nine telluride monolayers with various stoi-
chiometries and compositions in conjunction with previously
studied 2D telluride catalysts to probe the nature and origin of
the electrocatalytic ORR activity of telluride nanosheets. The
selected nine tellurides are NbTe2, WTe2, NbNiTe2, TaCo2Te2,
TaNi2Te3, NbIrTe4, NbPdTe5, Ta2Pd3Te5, and Ta3Pd3Te14
(Fig. 1). Because all of these 2D tellurides have experimentally
synthesized bulk counterparts,29–37 the cleavage energies (Ecl)
were evaluated to assess the experimental exfoliation feasibility
by using a ve-layer slab. As presented in Fig. S1,† the Ecl of
NbTe2, WTe2, TaNi2Te3, NbIrTe4, and NbPdTe5 are comparable
to that of exfoliated 2D MoS2 (0.42 J m�2),38 which can be
classied as easily exfoliated according to the report of Mounet
and coworkers.39 Other telluride nanosheets have slightly
higher Ecl and can be regarded as potentially exfoliated.
Therefore, isolation of these 2D tellurides from their parent
phases via exfoliation is experimentally feasible. Structurally,
each nanosheet comprises transition metal atomic layers
sandwiched between two Te atomic layers, where NbTe2, WTe2,
NbIrTe4, NbPdTe5, and Ta3Pd3Te14 comprise one metal layer,
while others comprise two or three metal layers. Specically,
NbTe2, WTe2, and NbIrTe4 are composed of MTe6 (XTe6) octa-
hedra. Similarly, TaNi2Te3 consists of XTe4 tetrahedra andMTe6
octahedra, which are also contained in Ta2Pd3Te5, where one of
the octahedral apexes is X (MTe5X octahedra). NbPdTe5 and
Ta3Pd3Te14 are formed of MTe8 decahedra and MTe6 (XTe6)
octahedra. The rest of the two tellurides, NbNiTe2 and TaCo2-
Te2, do not possess the above polyhedra. The dynamic stability
of the monolayers was conrmed from their computed phonon
frequencies, as reported in Materials Cloud two-dimensional
crystals databases39 and database C2DB40 of 2D materials. The
calculated band structures and density of states (DOS) of the
above nanosheets reveal that NbIrTe4 is semi-metallic with
a zero bandgap that exhibits metallic behaviors,41 and the other
nanosheets are well-denedmetals (Fig. S2†). Moreover, we also
e2, NbNiTe2, TaCo2Te2, TaNi2Te3, NbIrTe4, NbPdTe5, Ta2Pd3Te5, and
s, respectively. (b) The O2 adsorption energy of monolayer tellurides.
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examined the charge distribution of these tellurides through
the Bader charge analysis. As shown in Table S1,† most Te
atoms are negatively charged due to the charge transfer from
inner transition metal atoms to outer Te atoms. Only Te3 atoms
in NbIrTe4 are positively charged with around 0.25 e transferred
from Te to Ir.
Origin of O2 activation

Aer determining the stability and electronic properties of
these nanosheets, we proceeded to explore the adsorption of the
O2 molecule, which is the prerequisite for an efficient ORR
process. The most favorable O2 adsorption congurations and
calculated adsorption energies (DGO2

) are shown and summa-
rized in Fig. 1b and S3, and Table S2–3.† The DGO2

of NbTe2 and
NbIrTe4 monolayers is �0.13 and �0.09 eV, respectively, sug-
gesting that O2 can be chemisorbed. The moderate DGO2

of
0.05 eV indicates that O2 might be physisorbed on the Ta3Pd3-
Te14 monolayer that is similar to the PtTe monolayer. Other
telluride monolayers possess DGO2

larger than 0.20 eV, where
the endothermic nature suggests that O2 molecules are hardly
adsorbed on these telluride monolayers to trigger the ORR
process. Moreover, the O–O bond length is signicantly
stretched from 1.23�A in the gas phase to 1.38 and 1.39�A when
O2 is adsorbed on NbTe2 and NbIrTe4, respectively. The weak-
ening of O–O bonds is expected to facilitate the subsequent ORR
steps. From the nudged-elastic-band (NEB) calculations, the
energy barriers of O2 dissociation into two adsorbed O* are
around 0.42 and 0.54 eV for NbTe2 and NbIrTe4, respectively
(Fig. S4†), which are comparable to the O2 dissociation barrier
on Pt (111) (0.38–0.50 eV),42,43 indicating that O2 has been
effectively activated.

Since O2 activation plays a crucial role in the ORR process,
uncovering the origin of O2 adsorption is benecial for
designing efficient ORR catalysts. Previously, an electron acti-
vationmechanism was proposed for the positively charged Te in
the PtTe monolayer.22 According to this mechanism, the Te–O
bond strength depends on the number of electrons the Te atom
gains/loses (Ne), where the smaller Ne leads to stronger binding
of O2. Thus, we examined the correlation between Ne and DGO2

of the studied telluride monolayers (Fig. S5†). Unlike the
observed linear relationship between Ne and the binding energy
of adsorbates in other systems, we found that DGO2

does not
depend on Ne. Either the positively or negatively charged Te
atom can activate the O2 molecule. Moreover, for most telluride
monolayers, a larger Ne causes a stronger adsorption of O2 that
is opposite to the proposed mechanism. Therefore, O2 adsorp-
tion cannot be simply described by the electron activation
mechanism.

To gain a better understanding of the underlying O2

adsorption mechanism, we further analyzed the orbital cong-
uration of Te atoms in comparison with Pt-based catalysts. For
the Pt atom (Fig. 2a), the coexistence of unoccupied and occu-
pied d orbitals can facilitate O2 adsorption and activation
through a two-way charge transfer, where the unoccupied eg
orbital accepts lone-pair electrons from O2, and the occupied t2g
orbital donates electrons back to O2 antibonding orbitals.44,45
11050 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11048–11057
This donation and back-donation concept is standard in
molecular chemistry (Blyholder model) and has been success-
fully employed to describe the interaction between small
molecules (e.g., N2, C2H4, and CO) and transition metal and
boron-based catalysts.46–53 Interestingly, the Te atom possesses
an orbital conguration analogous to that of Pt and B atoms in
transition metal stuffed boron nitride nanotubes. As illustrated
in Fig. 2b, the valence electronic conguration of the Te atom is
5s25p4 regardless of the charge transfer between Te and tran-
sition metal atoms, resulting in one fully occupied p orbital and
two partially lled p orbitals. Therefore, the Te atom is eligible
to drive a similar “donation and back-donation” process to
adsorb the O2 molecule, as shown in Fig. 2b.

To verify our inference, the charge density difference
between O2* and telluride monolayers was calculated to reveal
the underlying charge transfer. As shown in Fig. S6–9,† O2*

exhibits a clear picture of the two-way charge transfer exhibiting
charge accumulation (yellow) and depletion (blue). Interest-
ingly, Te atoms seem to deviate from this mechanism as elec-
trons barely accumulate around them.

To decipher this phenomenon, we then evaluated the O–O
and O2–Te interactions by a combined electronic structure and
projected crystal orbital Hamilton populations (pCOHP) anal-
ysis, taking the NbIrTe4 monolayer as an example. The quantity
of �(pCOHP) was used to directly correspond the positive and
negative values with bonding and antibonding states, respec-
tively. The molecular orbital (MO) diagram, projected density of
states (pDOS), and pCOHP of the free O2 molecule were exam-
ined rst, as presented in Fig. S10.† By analyzing the pDOS and
pCOHP, it is clear that the fully occupied 5s and 1p orbitals
contribute to the bonding of the O2 molecule, while the partially
lled 2p* orbital is antibonding.

Aer O2 adsorption on the NbIrTe4 monolayer, the sharp
localized MOs of O2 in a vacuum hybridize with surface Te p
states that broaden into rather delocalized states and shi
down to lower energy (Fig. 2c). The new hybrid states are
marked as “tildes” of the original orbitals to indicate the
difference (Fig. S11†). The 5~s band showed up in a narrow
energy range at around �7.05 eV relative to the Fermi level, and
the electron density of the 5~s band is reduced compared to the
5s orbital of free O2. This agrees with the Blyholder picture of s
forward donation, as reected by the ow of 0.23 electrons from
O2 to Te atoms, resulting in the formation of a novel Te DOS
peak, mainly composed of the pz state of the Te1 atom in the
same energy range and s-type Te–O bonds (Fig. S6–9).† The
degenerated 1p MO split into two narrow 1p bands at around
�6.4 and �5.5 eV, respectively, and broad bands ~P1p and ~P2p*
between �5.3 and �1.1 eV upon hybridization with Te states
and 2p* MO. Importantly, the unoccupied 2p* MO of free O2

became partially populated and transformed into 2p ̃* bands in
the energy range between �1.0 and 2.3 eV, where 0.5 electrons
were back-donated from the Te atom to the 2p* orbital of O2

(Fig. S6†). The net charge transfer from Te to O2 agrees with the
Bader charge analysis, as O has a higher electronegativity,
implying that the back-donation is a more dominant Te–O
interaction. Interestingly, pz of the Te1 atom was also the main
contribution for the back-donation. Therefore, Te atoms could
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (a) Simplified schematic of O2 bonding to Pt. (b) Mechanism of activation of monolayer NbIrTe4 for O2 adsorption (c) DOS and pCOHP
curves of O2-adsorbed tellurides. The orbitals of O2 in O2-adsorbed tellurides are marked here. (d) pDOS and the corresponding molecular
orbital of the O2-adsorbed NbIrTe4 monolayer.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11048–11057 | 11051
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accept and donate electrons from and to O2 molecules simul-
taneously, while the pz orbital of the Te1 atom contributes the
most. The electron depletion of Te can thus be understood, as
the two-way charge transfer mainly takes place in the same
orbital, and the net charge transfer between Te and O2 is
negative. Other studied telluride monolayers, such as PtTe,
NbTe2, and Ta3Pd3Te14, also present the same phenomenon
(Fig. S7–9).† Therefore, the origin of O2 activation on 2D tellu-
rides is a unique “donation and back-donation” mechanism
that stretches and weakens the O–O bond.
ORR catalytic performance

We assessed the catalytic performance of telluride monolayers
for the reduction of O2 to H2O. The typical association and
dissociation mechanisms (Fig. 3), including all possible inter-
mediate reactants (Fig. S12 and 13)† were widely investigated
for NbTe2, NbIrTe4, and Ta3Pd3Te14 monolayers. For other
telluride monolayers, we only calculated the adsorption ener-
gies of O and OH for comparison. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
NbTe2 monolayer shows similar catalytic behaviors to the TaTe2
Fig. 3 (a) Scheme of the possible two ORR reaction pathways of monola
monolayer (b) NbTe2 in an association pathway and (c) NbIrTe4 and (d)T

11052 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11048–11057
monolayer,23 where the association pathway has a higher
limiting potential (UL) of 0.80 V (OH* reduction to H2O) than
the dissociation pathway of 0.63 V (Fig. S12†), suggesting that
the association mechanism exhibits higher efficiency. Alterna-
tively, the dissociation mechanism is more efficient in NbIrTe4
and Ta3Pd3Te14 monolayers, as their UL of 0.88 and 0.80 V (O*
reduction to OH*) are higher than the association ones of 0.65
and 0.45 V (O2 to OOH*), respectively (Fig. 3 and S13†). In
addition to the 4e electrochemical processes, we also examined
the 2e reduction pathways for the dominant reduction mecha-
nism. The free energy diagrams show that the UL of the 2e
association pathway is 0.6 V for the NbTe2 monolayer, which is
lower than that of the 4e association pathway. The H2O2

formation is endothermic for the dissociation pathway of
NbIrTe4 and Ta3Pd3Te14 monolayers, indicating that it is diffi-
cult to occur during the ORR process. These results suggest that
NbTe2, NbIrTe4, and Ta3Pd3Te14 monolayers are rather good
ORR catalysts with high 4e pathway selectivity. Considering that
monolayers are generally more difficult to obtain than multi-
layers, we also explored the electrocatalytic performance of
bilayer and trilayer NbIrTe4 (Fig. S14–16†). The electrocatalytic
yer NbIrTe4. Calculated free energy diagrams for the ORR pathway on
a3Pd3Te14 in a dissociation pathway.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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performance of bilayer and trilayer NbIrTe4 is similar to that of
the monolayer with limiting potentials of 0.89 and 0.81 V.

A previously established theory for transition metal-based
catalysts suggested that the adsorption energies of O-
containing intermediates, governing the catalytic perfor-
mance, are linearly correlated.54–60 Thus, the catalytic activity
can be described by the adsorption energies of a single inter-
mediate reactant. Similar to transition metal-based catalysts,
linear scaling relationships between DGOH* and other reactants
were also identied in telluride monolayers (Fig. 4a and S17†).
For example, DGOH* and DGOOH* are related to each other by
a constant of approximately 3.3 eV that is close to 3.2 eV,
observed in transition metal-based catalysts (Fig. S17b†). Given
the excellent linear relationship, we plotted UL as a function of
DGOH* for telluride monolayers, where the transition metal-
based catalysts were also included for comparison
(Fig. 4b).22,23,27,61,62 This leads to the observation of a universal
volcano relationship that follows the century-old Sabatier
principle, where an ideal catalyst must bind the intermediate
reactants with an intermediate strength: not too weak to acti-
vate the reactants, and not too strong to desorb the products.
The estimated highest limiting potential is approximately
0.94 V, which demonstrates that the dissociation pathway can
elevate the limiting potential close to 0.1 V compared with the
previously suggested UL of 0.86 V for an ideal ORR catalyst. For
an efficient catalyst with a limiting potential higher than that of
Pt (111), one should search for tellurides with a DGOH* between
0.8 and 1.2 eV.
Fig. 4 (a) The variation of adsorption energy of intermediate adsorbates i
of the ORR limiting potentials for studied tellurides and other known ca
work.64 Other details are shown in Fig. S17.† (c) The O2 adsorption energ
sites for initially studied monolayer tellurides.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Activity descriptor

Since the simulated limiting potential of 2D tellurides relates
well to the binding energy of intermediate adsorbates, similarly
to that of transition metal-based catalysts, we proceed to seek
a simple descriptor that can correlate the adsorption energy
with the intrinsic properties of tellurides like the d-band center
model for transition metals.50,65–70 As we already know that the
partially lled pz orbital is responsible for the Te–O interactions
upon O2 adsorption, we introduced a descriptor 3pz dened as
the centroid of the projected density of states of the pz orbital
relative to the Fermi level analogous to the d-band center.71–75 As
presented in Fig. 4c and d, 3pz of the active Te atoms shows
a reasonable linear relationship to the adsorption energies of O2

and intermediate oxygen-containing adsorbates. The linear
relationships between DGO2

and other possible descriptors,
such as the p-band center 3p, are also calculated as shown in
Fig. S18,† all of which are inferior to that of 3pz. Similar to the d-
band center model, the closer the 3pz to the Fermi level, the
stronger the binding strength of the adsorbates on telluride
monolayers.63 This can be understood through the bond order,
which is half of the difference between the electron number of
the bonding orbital and the antibonding orbital according to
molecular orbital theory. A high bond order corresponds to
strong binding and vice versa. When O-containing groups are
adsorbed on telluride monolayers, the O 2p orbitals hybridize
with the Te 5pz orbital forming a fully lled bonding state and
partially lled antibonding state. A high 3pz results in a low
n the ORR dissociation pathway as a function of DGOH* (b) Volcano plot
talysts.15,22,23,63,64 The blue line (O2 to OOH*) was taken from previous
y and (d) OH adsorption energy versus the pz-band center of active Te

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11048–11057 | 11053
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lling of the antibonding state and hence a large bond order
that could lead to enhanced Te–O binding strength. On the
contrary, a low bond order corresponding to low 3pz and high
lling of the antibonding state weakens the telluride-adsorbate
interaction, destabilizing the Te–O bond. In this sense, the pz-
band center, 3pz, can serve as a simple catalytic activity
descriptor for telluride monolayers. An efficient 2D telluride
catalyst with a DGOH* between 0.8 and 1.2 eV and the ability for
O2 chemisorption are predicted to possess a 3pz between �2.5
and �1.8 eV. Thus, we obtained the screening criterion.

Rational screening of efficient ORR catalysts

With the established activity descriptor, we moved on to search
for potential 2D telluride catalysts that may possess a better
catalytic performance. We further evaluated the electronic
properties of Td-MoTe2, TaNiTe2, NbRhTe4, TaRhTe4, TaIrTe4,
Ta2Ni3Te5, and Ta4Pd3Te16 monolayers. Except for NbRhTe4,
the bulk phases of these monolayers have also been experi-
mentally synthesized.29,76–78 The thermodynamic stability of
bulk NbRhTe4 was conrmed by constructing the Nb–Rh–Te
ternary phase diagram as shown in Fig. S19(a),† which is in line
with previous theoretical studies.79,80 As shown in Fig. S19(b),†
the isolation of these 2D tellurides from their bulk phases via
exfoliation is experimentally feasible. Among them, NbRhTe4,
TaRhTe4, TaIrTe4, and Ta4Pd3Te16 have 3pz values between �2.5
and �1.8 eV that meet the criteria for efficient ORR catalysts.
Thus, as previously, we focused on the catalytic activity of these
Fig. 5 (a) The variation of adsorption energy of intermediate adsorbates in
of the ORR limiting potentials for all studiedmonolayer tellurides and oth
energy versus the pz-band center of active Te sites for all studied mon
studied tellurides and known catalysts in other studies15,22,23,63,64 shown in F
M-doped variants, respectively.

11054 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11048–11057
four tellurides for both dissociation and association pathways
and calculated the adsorption free energies of the rest of the
tellurides for comparison and construction of the correlation.
The calculated DGO2

shows that O2 molecules can be chem-
isorbed on NbRhTe4, TaRhTe4, TaIrTe4, and Ta4Pd3Te16 to
trigger the ORR process as expected. The free energy diagrams
(Fig. S20–22)† show that the dissociative pathway generally
exhibits higher limiting potential than the associative pathway.
The rate limiting step is OH* to H2O, O* to OH*, O* to OH*, and
O + OH* to O* for NbRhTe4, TaRhTe4, TaIrTe4, and Ta4Pd3Te16,
respectively. The corresponding limiting potentials are all above
0.78 eV, which are comparable to that of Pt (111) and the PtTe
monolayer. Encouragingly, these MXTe4 and Ta4Pd3Te16 tellu-
rides contain small amounts of precious metals of 17% and
13% formula weight. In particular, the NbRhTe4 monolayer has
a limiting potential as high as 0.96 V, that is close to the pre-
dicted UL of 0.94 V for an ideal catalyst, indicating that the
NbRhTe4 monolayer could reach the top of the 4e ORR activity
volcano (Fig. 5b). Herein, we also explored the electrocatalytic
performance of bilayer and trilayer NbRhTe4 (Fig. S23†). The
limiting potential of bilayer and trilayer NbRhTe4 is similar to
that of the monolayer with 0.95 and 0.85 V.

Notably, the newly identied promising MXTe4 type telluride
catalysts can be viewed as X substituted MTe2 (50% substitu-
tion). Thus, by varying the substitution ratio, we may obtain
potential telluride catalysts with an even lower precious-metal
content, while maintaining high activity, as they should
the ORR dissociation pathway as a function of DGOH*. (b) Volcano plot
er known catalysts. (c) The O2 adsorption energy and (d) OH adsorption
olayer tellurides. The grey circle and square points represent initially
ig. 4. The star and triangle points represent newly studied tellurides and

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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possess 3pz close to that of MXTe4 or MTe2 monolayers. Hence,
we designed two hypothetical M3XTe8 (25% substitution)
structures, phase I and II that possess similar energies, as
a tentative attempt (Fig. S24a and b†). The calculated formation
energy of the bulk phases of these hypothetical monolayers was
between 20 and 25 meV/atom, suggesting that the hypothetical
M3XTe8 phases are metastable and might be realized in the
experiments (Fig. S24†). Similarly, we considered both dissoci-
ation and association pathways. Fig. S25 and 26† presented the
detailed ORR process and the calculated free energy diagrams of
phase I Nb3RhTe8, Ta3RhTe8, Ta3IrTe8, and phase II Nb3IrTe8,
which showed better ORR performance in these two phases (the
details of another phase are summarized in Table S4 and S5†).
As shown in the free energy diagrams, the limiting-potential of
phase I of Nb3RhTe8 and Ta3RhTe8, and phase II of Nb3IrTe8 is
predicted to be 0.82, 0.90, and 0.81 V, respectively, with the
limiting step of OH* / H2O. Differently, the limiting step of
phase I of Ta3IrTe8 is predicted to be O + OH*/ O*, with a DG
of �0.90 eV. These hypothetical substituted monolayers
show superior ORR activity with a decreased precious-metal
content (8%).

Finally, we re-examined the correlation between the
adsorption energies of oxygen-containing groups and 3pz by
including all studied telluride monolayers. A better linear rela-
tionship between DGadsorbates and 3pz was also observed (Fig. 5c,
d and S27†), indicating that all these 2D telluride catalysts
should have a similar underlying mechanism, and the pz orbital
is primarily responsible, so that 3pz could be used to describe
the interaction between reactants and substrates. Therefore,
once the optimal 3pz is established, one can rationally design
highly active 2D telluride-based ORR catalysts through this
simple activity descriptor. Notably, as we only considered
transition metal tellurides in the current study, a large
discrepancy may occur for the catalytic activity prediction of
tellurides containing main-group elements or with different
activation mechanisms, where the descriptor should be cor-
rected accordingly.

Conclusions

In summary, systematical density functional theory calculations
were employed to investigate the nature and origin of ORR
activities of a series of experimentally synthesizable 2D
transition-metal telluride catalysts. Our results suggested that
the partially occupied pz state of Te atoms can effectively drive
the “donation-back-donation” process through a two-way
charge transfer, playing an important role in the activation of
O2. The subsequent O2 reduction processes proceed through
the four-electron pathway, where most of the tellurides take the
dissociative pathway. The binding strength of O2 and interme-
diates is linearly dependent on the pz-band center, implying
that the latter can serve as an indicator to probe the catalytic
activity of tellurides. By adopting this concept to justify the
volcano plot between the limiting potential and OH adsorption
free energy, we predicted that MXTe4, Ta3Pd3Te14, and Ta4Pd3-
Te16 are potential ORR catalysts, where NbRhTe4 shows the
highest limiting potential of 0.96 V among studied transition
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
metal telluride catalysts, reaching the top of the activity volcano
with a precious-metal content of only 17%. The hypothetical
substitution of MXTe4 leads to Ta3IrTe8 with a limiting potential
of 0.90 V and a precious-metal content of 8%. Our study
demonstrates that transition metal telluride nanosheets are
highly compelling ORR electrocatalysts and proves the gener-
ality of the physically derived descriptor for screening active
tellurides. We further expect the presented strategy to be
extended to other electrocatalysis processes to identify
descriptors to rationally and efficiently design highly active
catalysts among 2D chalcogenides.
Methods

Density functional theory computations were performed by using
the Vienna Ab initio simulation package (VASP) within the pro-
jected augmented wave method.81,82 The Per-
dew�Burke�Ernzerhof (PBE) functional in the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) was used to describe the
exchange-correlation potential.83 A plane-wave energy cut-off of
500 eV was used, and all atoms were fully relaxed using the
conjugate gradient algorithm with a criterion of convergence of
10�5 eV and 0.03 eV per atom.84 For multilayer systems, the DFT-
D3 empirical correction was used to describe van der Waals
(vdW) interactions, which has been proven reliable for describing
long-range vdW interactions.85 The phonon spectra of 2D tellu-
rides were computed using the nite displacement method, as
implemented in the Phonopy code.86 Bader's quantum theory of
atoms in molecules (QTAIM) analysis was employed for the
charge transfer calculations.87 The bonding was further analyzed
by calculating the projected crystal orbital Hamilton populations
(pCOHPs) using the LOBSTER package.88–90 The energy barriers
were calculated using the climbing image nudged-elastic-band
(CI-NEB) methods implemented in the VASP.91 The ORR
processes were calculated on the basis of the computational
hydrogen electrode (CHE) model.92
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